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Abstract 
Distributed Energy Resources or DER, can potentially overcome many of the barriers to de-

carbonizing the energy system, making it more equitable and sustainable. Markets could be used 
to monetize the services provided by DER as well as providing energy customers with more 
choice in how their energy is produced and used. The DSO Market, Transactive Energy and 

Blockchain Energy differ in terms of their infrastructure requirements, scalability and complexity. 
This article examines these differences and offers some conclusions about markets for DER 

services.  
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The costs of Distributed Energy Resources (DER, including electric vehicles and storage) have come 

down dramatically in recent years. Solar PV, batteries and integrated solutions such as building/home 

energy management systems and microgrids offer alternatives to utility-supplied electric power. DER 

also have the advantage of being located close to where the energy is used, so that energy can be 

supplied without much of the traditional grid infrastructure. 

However, the increasing penetration of DER based on “organic” or unmanaged uptake by end users has 

created a new class of problems for the distribution system. Voltage variations, increased capacity 

upgrade costs and worsening of the duck curve are among the problems already being seen by utilities. 

The most pressing concern is how to minimize the impact of DER while encouraging the advantages of 

strategic deployment. 

In addition, there is increasing concern about net metering as the most appropriate and equitable 

means for compensating DER that export energy to the grid. Net metering does not necessarily reflect 

the true value of DER at a particular location in the grid. Many feel that it represents an unnecessary 

subsidy for customers who can afford an alternative to grid provided power. Although there have been 

efforts to redefine net metering to reflect some of these concerns, it is probably not the ultimate 

solution for implementing the "prosumer" (producer + consumer) model. Markets may provide an 

incentive for individual distributed generation customers to over-build, and provide excess capacity. 

There may be other financial benefits to provide distribution level resources. 

Distribution-level markets may be part of the general movement toward a more decentralized, de-

carbonized energy system, supporting the prosumer, and a device-based approach to system operation. 

These markets are one answer to the question of compensation for grid services that DER can provide. 

But which is the "best" market architecture? How would market-based DER management compare to, 

for example, fully centralized management of the distribution system by the utility? Is a distribution 

market even necessary or desirable to accomplish policy goals (such as de-carbonization) and maximize 

the value of DER? Do distribution markets only support distribution grid services, or both services and 

energy? 

Whether or not markets for distribution services and energy provided by DER are a ultimately a good 

thing, several different approaches to implementing DER markets have been proposed. In this article I 

look at three market architectures and how they might be implemented. For the purposes of this article, 

I am treating these market models as distinct, but there are certainly hybrids that combine the features 

of each. For example, blockchain could be used as an enabling technology for a transactive energy 

system. 

As we will see, not all market models are created equal. There may be significant differences between 

market architectures in terms of both cost and complexity. Further, whether a market-based dispatch 

system for DER can respond in real time to grid conditions is unknown. Security, both cyber and physical, 

presents a big challenge. Who owns and operates the market system and infrastructure? Are the 

regulated distribution utilities the best parties to operate the distribution grid and manage access to it 

by distributed generators and other grid service providers? Let's take a look at some of the proposed 

market models, and see what the benefits and limitations are. 
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The Distribution System Operator (DSO) Model 
A highly centralized, command and control architecture for monetizing DER energy and grid services. 

Similar to the current ISO wholesale market. 

 
Figure 1 

As illustrated in Figure 1 (simplified version of PNNL "Grid Architecture 2", January 2016), a significant 

amount of IT and data communications infrastructure is potentially required to implement a distribution 

level market. The market operator (shown as the "DSO") needs to support both the financial transaction 

and the physical dispatch and monitoring of the DER asset performance. As well, the physical effects of 

the DER dispatch on the distribution system must be monitored by the grid operator (the distribution 

owner or "DO") in order to ensure safety and reliability. The system also has to be able to manage and 

prioritize dispatch and market operations for both the ISO level (shown above the dotted line as "Bulk 

System") and the DSO level. As shown in the diagram, realtime communications are required between : 

 the market operator, 

 the DER, 

 third party and aggregator systems, 

 distribution network operations and 

 the ISO 

The communications shown using non-utility networks (i.e. the Internet) need to be highly secure, and 

low latency for high speed response to highly variable and somewhat unpredictable DER performance. 

In addition, the DO needs to have command and control visibility into how the DER are responding, and 

the ability to control the DER in order to curtail production or modify electrical parameters of the DER 

interface. The DO must have an "off switch" in case of emergency. The DO must provide Measurement 
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and Verification (M&V) data for settlements. This architecture implies that the DO needs to be in 

communication with many, potentially thousands or hundreds of thousands, of DER assets. 

This architecture indicates that DER (and aggregators) are receiving market information and sending 

bids or offers to the market operator. Depending on the area served by the market (DO service 

territory? Substation? Feeder?) many hundreds or thousands of transactions would need to be 

processed by the DSO, potentially in real time. The bids and offers may potentially be for both energy 

and distribution grid services such as voltage regulation and reactive power management. This 

additional layer of complexity multiplies the computational requirements of this architecture. 

Transactive Energy (TE) Model 
A more decentralized market implementation, allowing direct buy/sell transactions between supplier and 

consumer. Supports prosumers. Transmission and distribution are treated as transport services and are 

parties to all energy/grid service transactions.  

Transactive Energy (TE) is, as its name implies, a system that enables direct energy transactions between 

a buyer and a seller. Although there are at least two interpretations of what actually constitutes TE 

(TeMix and Gridwise Architecture Committee) I'm focusing here on the TeMix version. The diagrams are 

from Transactive Energy: A Sustainable Business and Regulatory Model For Electricity by Stephen 

Barrager, PhD. and Edward Cazalet, PhD. 

As shown in Figure 2, transactions are executed on the Transaction Platform. Energy Services Parties and 

Transport Services Parties communicate with the Transaction Platform via the TE Service Interface. 

System intelligence is moved farther to the grid edge. The TE Service Interface contains a significant 

amount of processing power required to interact with a real-time market, create load profiles for 

forward price negotiation, and create forecasts for both load and production, as shown in Figure 3. 

Interactions between the TE Service Interface and the Transaction Platform are completely automated. 

The service interface manages individual devices and automatically produces tenders for either buy or 

sell transactions. Transactions are executed when tenders are received from any TE Service Interface by 

the TE Platform. Exchanges function as the actual trading "floor" where transactions are finalized. Other 

intermediaries include the market makers, retailers and system operators. 
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Figure 2 

 

 
Figure 3 
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In the TE architecture, communications are all implemented on the Internet or some public network. In 

this architecture, the DO must still monitor conditions within the distribution network, as well as 

presumably have some level of control in order to ensure safety and reliability. The DO must maintain its 

own service interface and manage tenders and transactions. The primary difference between the TE 

model and the DSO model is that the producers and providers of grid services will self-dispatch, based 

on their executed transactions. The requirements for grid monitoring and control by the transport 

providers do not differ significantly between the DSO model and the TE model. 

One similarity between the DSO and TE architectures is the existence of a centralized transaction 

database for the market. Although the TE market can be decentralized through localization by system 

node, i.e., transmission substation, distribution substation, feeder, each TE platform must maintain its 

own transaction database. Indeed, the TE platform itself is a centralized mechanism for enabling buyers 

and sellers to offer tenders. Other market functions are centralized by the reliance on intermediaries. 

These more conventional, standardized architectural features might be eliminated by further moving 

market operations to the grid edge. 

The Blockchain Model 
Blockchain enables a true peer-to-peer, decentralized DER market, based on the distributed transaction 

ledger and smart contracts. However, it is unclear how a full public market implementation for DER 

would be run, whether it could run in real time, and whether it would scale up. The energy requirements 

to run a large blockchain-based DER market may also be prohibitive. 

System developers are starting to use blockchain technology as a basis for managing networks of DER. 

These networks purport to enable "neighbors to sell energy to each other" using the blockchain 

network. DER are still interconnected to the distribution system using net metering. LO3 Energy is one 

such developer. From the LO3 Exergy whitepaper: 

“From Brooklyn to Bangladesh, the new energy consumer wants comfort, security, a more engaged 

relationship, and a promising future for energy production. A democratized energy marketplace is the 

only way to achieve this promise, and the Exergy project team, part of LO3 Energy, has developed a key 

piece of this paradigm shift. With Exergy, we are reimagining the customer’s role in, and access to, 

increasingly open and competitive electricity markets.” 

The LO3 concept has been implemented in the Brooklyn microgrid project, as shown in Figure 4. As 

noted below, L03 has applied to become an energy retailer within the State of New York's deregulated 

system. 
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Figure 4 (LO3 Energy) 

https://exergy.energy/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Exergy-Whitepaper-v8.pdf 

 
LO3 Energy characterizes itself as a "transactive energy company" that happens to use blockchain as the 

technology to support transactions in their network. Their definition illustrates some of the difficulty in 

separating the categories of market implementation. Nonetheless, there is a definite difference 

between the TeMix view of the TE model and the LO3 view. 

Power Ledger is another firm using blockchain technology to support a distribution level energy market. 

The Power Ledger system is illustrated in Figure 5. It is a token-based system that sits on top of the 

incumbent distribution system. 

https://exergy.energy/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Exergy-Whitepaper-v8.pdf
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Figure 5 (From Power Ledger) 

A general description of a blockchain-based distribution market is shown in Figure 6. The relationship 

between the blockchain system owner/operator and the distribution network owner/operator (DO) is 

somewhat undefined. Going forward, the DO roles and responsibilities will need to be aligned with the 

blockchain market owner operator. As suggested by the current models exemplified by LO3 Energy and 

Power Ledger, the blockchain functionality may need to be confined to a private behind the meter 

microgrid or a building scale (such as a multi-family apartment building). There are definitely regulatory 

implications to the extent that the blockchain-based system is a monopoly utility. 
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Figure 6 (Price Waterhouse Coopers whitepaper: "Blockchain – an opportunity for energy producers and 

consumers?") 

Although blockchain-based peer-to-peer transactions are highly secure and can avoid centralized 

exchanges and platforms, the devil is in the details in terms of how buyers would be connected with 

sellers. An application layer would probably be required to make all network participants aware of offers 

to buy or sell energy or demand response, and to allow those transactions to occur automatically. As 

shown in Figure 6, a centralized network management system may not be adequate to address power 

quality. Network management may need to be embedded in the smart contract. Also problematic is 

how the distribution operator will have visibility into a transaction execution that may affect grid 

stability. As the size of the network, and the transaction rate increases, the amount of computation 

power to confirm transaction blocks and the energy required to power the actions of mining and 

consensus may become impractical. The blockchain system most likely must be connected with a fiat 

currency such that any credits or outstanding payments can be settled as parties enter and exit the 

system. 

A blockchain-based energy system may be more applicable to a microgrid, in order to support multiple 

owners, or a very confined geographic area such as a substation. 

As with the other two models, perhaps more so, the blockchain-based market depends on the public 

networks in order to access behind the meter equipment. Reliability is always difficult to guarantee with 

customer maintained equipment. If the participant is supplying energy or grid services, the connection 

quality will determine whether those services can be supplied reliably. The question would be, is the 

public Internet, based on currently available communications systems, up to the blockchain energy 

challenge? 
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Fully managed DER portfolio with centralized control 
As a contrast to the above models, the entire process of planning, deployment and management of the 

DER portfolio might be conducted through the utility. The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power 

examined such an approach in the Distributed Energy Resource Integration Study (LADWP DERIS). This 

study analysed the characteristics of the LADWP system and defined an optimal portfolio of DER. The 

DER are managed to produce an economic benefit to the ratepayers. The managed DER reduce ramping 

and and system peak, as shown in Figure 7 below. This approach involves a high level of investment in 

distribution management systems (DMS), distributed energy resource management systems (DERMS), 

and Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems for control and monitoring of the 

distribution system. This approach also presumes a secure data network allowing communications with 

the DER or DER aggregations. 

DER uptake would be sourced through incentive payments to customers to deploy behind the meter 

equipment. Tariffs that provide compensation for participation in the management of the DER would 

also act as incentives for customers to allow behind the meter DER to be managed by the utility. 

 
Figure 7 (From LADWP presentation on DERIS) 
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Conclusion 
As one might conclude from comparing models for customer participation and choice in the energy 

markets, a significant amount of infrastructure must be put into place to support these markets. Robust 

communications, monitoring and controls must necessarily be in place to maintain grid stability and 

power quality. The choice of whether the dispatch of distribution system connected resources is 

executed by the DO, or by the devices themselves, will have an enormous impact on requirements for 

sensor and controls communications networks. Finally, whether the Internet is the backbone for a DER 

market, or a private, secure network is put in place, is another highly impactful decision. Satisfaction of 

cybersecurity and physical security needs may erase any cost benefits provided by markets. 

The organization and ownership of the utility itself will shape decisions about markets. A vertically 

integrated, publicly owned utility, such as the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, may well be 

more able to get optimal performance and benefit from DER, without a market, at significantly lower 

cost. An an investor-owned distribution utility, implementing a full DSO market, may become bogged 

down in regulatory minutiae that would prevent the use of market power. The electric distribution 

cooperative may find that a market-based solution is more attractive to their customers through 

offering a local energy choice to their retail customers. 

The Holy Grail of the Grid of the Future has been to enable full participation of the customer in energy 

markets, i.e., enabling full customer choice in the source of the energy and how they use their energy. 

The operative principle in discussions regarding participation of the end user in energy markets has been 

that enabling this choice will provide a broader basis for deployment of emerging energy technologies, 

greater resilience of the energy system, and more pathways ultimately, to de-carbonization of the 

energy system. There is a view that enabling competition in the energy space will provide a more robust 

environment for development of new technologies that provide a better value for the customer. 

However, a key question remains: 

 How well do markets for DER services and energy advance the larger societal goals of de-

carbonization, economic justice and competition among emerging energy technologies? 

Answering this question in detail requires advanced modeling and simulations involving the full range of 

implementation costs. Centralized development of utility scale renewable energy resources and 

associated transmission must be compared with increasing the penetration of distribution-connected 

generation, storage and demand response (as well as electric vehicles and efficiency). If decentralizing 

energy production and monetizing responsive demand provides societal benefits including greater and 

more rapid de-carbonization then DER, markets and continued revamping of the transmission and 

distribution systems to support them make sense. Switching the energy system over to a market basis 

"just because markets are better" may have serious unintentional consequences. Consumers, without 

being armed with full information about value, might end up facing big, dirty, impactful power providers 

in a hostile market environment based on caveat emptor. 

 


